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• why e-Learning? 
• sustainable courses
• a new partnership
• outlook
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“… the Internet may be the means of 
realizing a forestry lecturer’s dream. 
Imagine being able to discuss, for 
example, different timber harvesting 
systems used internationally with a 
group of motivated students from 
different regions of the globe in one 
virtual classroom.”
(Längin, Ackerman & Lewark, 2004)
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learning: any time, any place, any pace
teaching: sharing resources, low cost
University: creates income
potential of e-learning 
BUT: sobering after euphoria
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land use  rights in the tropics
grassland ecology
forest inheritance patterns in the Nordic countries
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experts somewhere in the world
publications, internet information
this student may find
but very often no means of going there for 
personal contact or participation 
specialized courses 
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few students in their own universities
little chance for their courses in curricula
the experts / teachers may find
little encouragement
courses not counted for workload
this calls for distance learning solutions!
but it is not only about „exotic courses“, it may also fit for specialized 
courses which are well established somewhere, 
and later also for „standard“ courses?
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anchoring in curriculum
relevant and attractive topic
accessible & recognised from outside
how could a sustainable course offer look like?
good didactical approach
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but then – who pays? 
great idea
great e.g. for African students
Open Education Resources (OER)
worth more consideration
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teacher can do it easily, little input
learner oriented
open resource learning platform
How to?
use the freedom you have
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develop and offer special courses
hold courses together
make courses accessible &  recognized
what could be done? 
inform & encourage students
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providing time slots advisable 
e-learning can enrich MSc programmes
rather elective courses
Some concluding remarks
students should be encouraged
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recognition should be facilitated
learner oriented methods important
open learning resources explored
more concluding remarks
WELAN may help in future
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Gender & environmental management: 
state of knowledge
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